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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I’m pleased to provide this first Annual Report on the activities and lessons learnt through the Central Victoria Solar City Trial. In the 
2010/11 Financial Year, Central Victoria Solar City engaged almost 2,000 households in our region in energy saving activities. We 
delivered 1780 Home Energy Assessments, engaged 810 participants in a retrofit package, 528 participants in residential solar PV and 
242 participants in solar hot water. 

This financial year, Central Victoria Solar City presented information on energy saving opportunities to more than 60 community 
groups. We partnered with 14 local governments to install energy use displays in community buildings, assisting members of our 
community to take control of their energy use. We involved 20 local small businesses in a trail to design energy efficiency programs 
that best meet their needs.

Our team grew to employ 23 local people, contributing to economic growth within our region. Our revised energy assessment hit the 
mark, with CVSC selling out of places in the trial within three months of launching the offer. 

Central Victoria Solar City is effectively supporting rural and regional communities in Central Victoria to reduce their energy 
consumption. 

This financial year included the introduction of an innovative community partnership between Central Victoria Solar City and the town 
of Newstead. Our project, “100% Renewable Communities” has successfully engaged 80% of residents in Newstead in CVSC’s Home 
Energy Assessments. We partnered with the community to focus on collective action to reducing energy consumption. CVSC and 
Newstead are currently assessing the feasibility of a range of renewable energy solutions to generate 100% of the town’s stationary 
energy needs locally and renewably. 

100% Renewable Newstead is led by a passionate group of local volunteers and captures the spirit of the Central Victoria Solar City 
Trial well. This community are taking charge of their energy use through simple, pragmatic actions that save them money. That saving 
can then be channelled into the development of community owned and managed renewable energy infrastructure.  That sort of 
innovative thinking can shape the way energy is generated in Australia in the future. 

That’s the primary role of the seven Solar Cities around Australia. To trial innovative solutions that help residents use less energy and 
generate their energy renewably, with strong economic and social benefits. 

Central Victoria Solar City is now is a position to help shape the way in which Central Victoria’s future energy needs are met. We work 
in Partnership with the University of Ballarat to analyse the energy use behaviour of residents involved in our research trial. In 2011, 
we will begin releasing interim reports on the findings from our trial and make recommendations to government and the energy sector 
to support greater energy saving in our region. 

This first annual report tells the story of how we engaged participants in the research trial. It is focussed on the lessons we’ve learnt 
about what drives people to invest in energy efficiency services. Later reports will highlight the findings from the research program 
itself. This report also provides an overview of the lessons we’ve learnt through the development of our Solar Parks in Bendigo and 
Ballarat. 

Finally, the Annual Report is released following the Australian Government’s Clean Energy Futures announcement. CVSC will continue 
to work closely with the Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency to ensure that the lessons learnt from the CVSC trial 
inform policy design relating to the uptake of energy efficiency measures. We are also in dialogue with the Department regarding 
opportunities for regional and rural communities to follow in Newstead’s footsteps and plan for a clean energy future of their own. I 
believe the Central Victoria Solar City initiative is helping shape a clean energy future agenda that will strengthen regional communities. 
I look forward to discussing our Annual Report with you. 

Leah Sertori 

Project Director  
Chief Executive, Sustainable Regional Australia 
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PART A: BACKGROUND & CONTEXT
1. An Overview of the Australian Government’s Solar Cities Initiative

In June 2004, Solar Cities was announced as a Commonwealth-
Government initiated and supported program to assist whole 
communities in different locations across Australia to rethink 
the way they use and produce energy. The program is deliberately 
designed to test, using a range of business models and suppliers 
for their delivery, the barriers to uptake and the benefits of a 
range of solar supply and energy demand reduction options.1

The objectives of the Solar City Initiative:

•	 Demonstrating	the	economic	and	environmental	impacts	of	
integrating cost reflective pricing with the concentrated 
uptake of solar, energy efficiency and smart metering 
technologies; and 

•	 Identifying	and	implementing	options	for	addressing	barriers	
to distributed solar generation, energy efficiency and 
electricity demand management for grid connected urban 
areas. 

There are seven Solar Cities around Australia, all governed and 
delivered through consortium. The solar cities have adopted - 
successfully in each case – a variety of business models for their 
management and operation: Electricity distributor led (Townsville 
and Perth), electricity retailer led (Adelaide), local government 
led (Alice Springs), independent company led (Central Victoria 
and Moreland, noting that Moreland Energy Foundation is 
closely aligned to Moreland Council) and PV retailer led 
(Blacktown). 

The Solar Cities trials have been conducted in remote, regional 
and urban settings so the learnings from the program will be 
widely applicable across Australia. A lot of the findings for the 
urban trials are yet to come but the regional learnings, such as 
those from Central Victoria Solar City, can be and are being 
applied now. 2

There are four key drivers that will assist continuing replication 
of the learnings from the Solar Cities Initiative: the rising cost of 
electricity in Australia; the rising perception of the need, at 
personal and community levels, to reduce GHG footprints; the 
cost to distributors in managing supply to meet peak demand, 
which inexorably is growing; and widely distributed PV supply 
and information systems for in-home monitoring and control of 
loads are going to grow, meaning that poles and wires owners 
(i.e. distribution companies) have to learn to deal with small to 
mid-scale embedded generation. 

 1  Mid Term Review of the Solar Cities Program, Wild 
Group prepared for DCCEE, 2010.

2 Mid Term Review of the Solar Cities Program, Wild 
Group prepared for DCCEE, 2010.
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2. Central Victoria Solar City

CENTRAL VICTORIA SOLAR CITY 
14 MUNICIPALITIES

The Central Victoria Solar City bid was designed in 2005 and 2006 by consortium members Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance, 
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Powercor and Origin. Other energy efficiency specialists such as CarbonetiX and Climate Action Groups 
throughout the region also contributed to the nature and scope of the bid. Central Victoria Solar City (CVSC) is unique amongst the 
seven solar cities as the project seeks to engage a number of diverse communities across one third of Victoria’s land mass. The region 
in which the project operates accounts for nine percent of Victoria’s population across 14 municipalities.
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3. The Rationale for Investment in Energy Efficiency in Australia

3.1 The cost of Australia’s rising demand for electricity 

“Today in much of the world, we take 
energy for granted....We treat it as a 
right and we’re careless in its use. In 
order to reliably meet that greater 
energy need, power companies have to 
invest in additional capacity which is 
unused for most of the day.”
Russell Caplan, Chairman of Shell companies in Australia

The cost of Australia’s peak consumption of electricity is rising. 
Peak demand growth is a key issue for electricity distribution 
networks around the world. In 2010, approximately 13% of 
Energex’s $8billion network was utilised for only 100 hours of 
the year. This is a trend that has been worsening over the last 
decade. Energex’s capital spend on infrastructure to meet peak 
demand of around $900million over the last two years will be 
passed on to consumers who only make use of that infrastructure 
for roughly ten days of the year. Central Victoria Solar City has 
found that consumers are not aware of the link between the 
rising price of electricity and the worsening peak demand 
growth.  

Where there is a need for new capacity within the grid, 
distributors can invest in augmenting the grid or in energy 
conservation and demand management or both. 

Nationally, Australian network operators are planning to spend 
over $47 billion in the next five years, augmenting the national 

electricity grid (eastern states), largely to meet peak demand 
growth.

3.2 The role of Energy Efficiency in managing that rising 
demand for electricity 

“The greenest kilowatt hour is the one 
we don’t use.”
Terry McConnell, Energex

The energy that drives our economy and underpins our wellbeing 
in everyday life is also the biggest single source of Australia’s 
greenhouse gas emissions. Doing our part in the global response 
to climate change requires that we not only reduce the carbon 
intensity of our energy supply but also improve our energy 
efficiency. This will ensure Australians achieve maximum benefit 
and emit the minimum greenhouse gasses from the energy we 
consume. Improving energy efficiency also helps reduce pressure 
on household budgets from increasing energy prices. It can 
vastly improve the level of comfort in our buildings (both homes 
and workplace) and it can help businesses adjust to changing 
competitive pressures. Enhanced energy efficiency can improve 
energy security, providing greater confidence that future needs 
can be satisfied. 1

1 Energex, Demand Management Presentation Sydney 2011.

Central Victoria Solar City is offering solutions
CVSC can play an important role: providing data on the barriers to uptake of energy efficiency measures to 
government, the energy industry, consumers and the community. In particular CVSC can: 

•	 Inform	the	design	of	energy	efficiency	programs	through	learnings	from	the	home	energy	assessment	program,	
small business energy assessment trial and CVSC’s work with hospitals and local government owned 
community centres. 

•	 Share	the	learning	from	CVSC’s	trial	of	community	owned	medium	scale	solar	parks	in	Bendigo	and	Ballarat.	

•	 Share	the	lessons	learnt	from	CVSC’s	pricing	trial,	focussed	on	smoothing	peak	demand.

•	 Illustrate	the	impact	of	In	Home	Displays	on	consumer’s	energy	use	behaviour.
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The Commonwealth Department of Climate Change and 
Energy Efficiency 

The Commonwealth Department of Climate Change and Energy 
Efficiency provide $14.9million over five years to Central  
Victoria Solar City. The Commonwealth funding supports the 
development of our two solar parks in Bendigo and Ballarat, 
rebates offered to residential participants, major projects at 
Ballarat Hospital and Swan Hill Primary School and formal 
research carried out by The University of Ballarat. The 
Commonwealth also fund the provision of free home energy 
assessments to 3,000 residential participants and 350 subsidised 
energy assessments for small business. 

Commonwealth funds also support the cost of delivering the 
program over five years which has created employment for 
twenty three local people across fourteen municipalities in the 
2010/11 financial year alone. The Commonwealth provide a 
total of $94million to Australian Solar Cities across seven sites. 

Sustainability Victoria 

Sustainability Victoria supports the Central Victoria Solar City 
initiative by providing $2.5million over five years. Sustainability 
Victoria’s contribution supports the delivery of free home energy 
assessments, subsidised business energy assessments and 
development of battery storage at the Bendigo Solar Park. 
Sustainability Victoria is a major supporter of Central Victoria 
Solar Cities 100% Renewable Communities Program, currently 
in pilot phase in Newstead. 

The Sustainability Fund 

The Sustainability Fund supports CVSC by providing $1million 
over five years to contribute to the cost of the research and 
evaluation component of the initiative. Central Victoria Solar 
City is unique amongst the seven solar cities in working with an 
independent research partner, the University of Ballarat. The 
total cost of the research and evaluation component of the 
program is $2.6million over five years which is co funded by 
Commonwealth and State governments. The Sustainability Fund 
also supports CVSC in sharing the interim findings from the 
initiative through SF’s well established networks. 

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank 

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank championed the development of 
Australia’s only regionally based Solar City, CVSC, to highlight 
the capability of regional and remote communities in reducing 
energy use and generating green energy innovatively. Bendigo 
and Adelaide Bank provide more than $14million in kind in the 
form of intellectual property and access to financial products 
CVSC would otherwise have found difficult to procure. 

Origin 

Origin provides CVSC’s 1.5kW solar photovoltaic systems to the 
residential market. Origin played a leadership role in the design 
and construction of CVSC’s two solar parks in Bendigo and 
Ballarat. Origin provide operational support and strategic 
guidance to the project overall, contributing to the key findings 
from CVSC’s trial related to pricing and Solar PV. Origin is also 
the lead proponent of Adelaide Solar City. Origin provide in 
excess of $3.5million in kind to the CVSC initiative. 

Powercor 

Powercor provides all metering installation and support for the 
Central Victoria Solar City Program. Powercor offer the 
installation of an interval or smart meter for the 3,000 residential 
participants at no cost. Powercor also provide interval or smart 
meters for the control group of 750 participants. Powercor offer 
strategic guidance and input into the delivery of each of CVSC’s 
offers in particular PV and the provision of In Home Displays. 
Powercor provide in excess of $3.3million in kind support to the 
CVSC initiative. 

Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance 

CVGA initiated the Central Victoria Solar City project by rallying 
interested parties and coordinating the bid process. The bid took 
over 12months to develop and involved diverse stakeholders 
across fourteen municipalities, energy retailers and distributors 
and all levels of government. CVGA continues to support the 
CVSC initiative by providing input from member Councils and 
strategic guidance. CVGA have contributed more than $1million 
in kind to the CVSC project. 

4. Our Supporters
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PROBLEM:

Australia does not currently have a 
national approach to energy 
efficiency:

“Only energy efficiency can generate nearly 
immediate results with existing technology and 
proven policies and do so while generating 
strong financial returns.” 
UN Foundation Report 2007, Realising the potential of energy 
efficiency

“The Task Group believes that some of the many barriers to improved energy 
efficiency are material and should be addressed. ....A sound understanding 
of barriers and how they interact in real markets is critical to understanding 
whether and how government should respond.

The task group considers the following to be the broad categories of material 
barriers to energy efficiency: 

•	Lack	of	information	and	skills	and	uninformed	decision	making

•	Undersupply	of	information	that	has	“public	good	characteristics”

•	Skills	gaps	

•	Slipt	incentives	

•	Behavioural	organisational	and	cultural	factors”2 
2 Report to the Prime Ministers Task Group on Energy Efficiency, July 2010 page 1

SOLUTION:

Central Victoria Solar City can 
inform the design of a national 
standard for Home Energy 
Assessments: 

LOCAL SOLUTIONS

Central Victoria Solar City designed a Home Energy Assessment offering and 
associated product suite for local customers. The Assessment focuses on 
solutions that are suited to the customer’s house, budget and requirement for 
comfort. 

Central Victoria Solar City has completed almost 2,000 Home Energy 
Assessments in the 2010/2011 Financial Year, across 14 municipalities. 

A NATIONAL SOLUTION

Central Victoria Solar City’s Home Energy Assessment process could be 
redesigned to form a generic home energy assessment process. The booklet, 
which contains, “public good characteristics” could be made available to 
electricity distributors, retailers, governments and communities online. 

Central Victoria Solar Cities training and ongoing development program for 
the Energy Efficiency Team involved the following: 

•		 A	 module	 from	 Victoria’s	 accredited	 Home	 Sustainability	 Assessor	
Course. 

•		 Business	Energy	Efficiency	Training	and	development	Customer	service	
training 

•		 Community	engagement	and	facilitation

CVSC can provide data on the numbers of owners vs renters and examine the 
specific barriers associated with split incentives and make recommendations 
to government about specific solutions to incentivise energy efficiency for 
both landlords and tenants. 
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PROBLEM:

Business need assistance to 
reduce their energy use:

Most businesses support the idea of saving energy to restrain costs and 
increase productivity. However, the energy efficiency Opportunities program, 
where large businesses are required to seek and report on specific 
opportunities to save energy demonstrates that businesses may not actively 
seek energy saving options without external drivers. The same issues of 
invisibility, intangibility and immateriality exist in business as in households.3

3 Report to the Prime Ministers Task Group on Energy Efficiency, July 2010 page 101

SOLUTION:

The Central Victoria Solar City 
Program provides support for small 
businesses to reduce their energy 
use and inform policy design by: 

CVSC has designed a business energy assessment for small to medium ‘high 
street businesses.’
•	The	20	businesses	involved	in	the	pilot	program	reported	“an	increased	

sense of control” over their energy consumption and “understanding 
actions I can take to reduce my consumption.”

•	CVSC’s	business	energy	assessment	will	be	made	available	to	350	small	
businesses between July and December 2011.

•	The	CVSC	business	energy	efficiency	trial	includes	the	collection	of	energy	
use data for 300 SME’s in Central Victoria. The data will be analysed 
along with the University’s survey of appliances, values and beliefs of the 
business operators to provide modelling for government on the energy 
efficiency measures the work best in reducing energy use in small 
business.

•	Reports	on	the	findings	from	the	business	trial	will	be	made	available	from	
December 2011, with a final report released in June 2013.

PROBLEM:

Electricity customers in Australia 
are sheltered from the real cost of 
generating electricity during times 
of peak demand:

“The ethics and fairness of shifting consumers to 
dynamic pricing is complex. Incorrect 
sequencing and pacing of reforms in the smart 
meter and dynamic pricing space could do more 
damage than good.”

       Dr. Paul Simshauser, Chief Economist and Group Head of Corporate  
    Affairs, AGL

SOLUTION:

CVSC can assist by providing draft 
guidelines for dynamic peak 
pricing: 

Central Victoria Solar City can assist governments, the energy industry and 
communities work through the potential positive and negative impacts of 
dynamic peak pricing.

The CVSC consortium designed a cost reflective pricing tariff for trial within 
the project. As part of the design process the consortium developed  
guidelines for making cost reflective tariffs available. The consortium also 
considered the potential health and social justice impacts of cost reflective 
pricing. The CVSC experience will help inform the sequencing and pace of 
electricity price reform.
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PROBLEM:

Australians could save more 
energy by purchasing more energy 
effiecient appliances: 

Well targeted standards and labelling have a proven track record in unlocking 
emissions reductions and energy saving potential. The current approach to 
standards in the equipment and appliance sectors in Australia is projected to 
return net benefits of $22.44billion from 2009-2024. Measures to improve 
energy efficiency performance and labelling in Australia are underway as 
part of the National Strategy on Energy Efficiency. This includes the 
development of national legislation. 

The Prime Ministers Task Group on Energy Efficiency recommended:

•	 Accelerating	 the	 process	 for	 setting	 minimum	 energy	 performance	
standards for products. 

•	 Expanding	the	range	of	products	to	include	non-energy	using	products	
that impact on the use of energy using products during operation. 

•	 Encouraging	innovation	and	competition	for	high	efficiency	products.r

r  Report to the Prime Ministers Task Group on Energy Efficiency, July 2010 page 185

SOLUTION:

The Central Victoria Solar City will 
contribute to policy design in 
efficiency ratings and labels by:

Delivering a profile of the appliances in use across 3,000 households in 
Central Victoria and comparing the appliances age, weather conditions and 
actual energy consumption patterns for those 3,000 households, develop an 
optimisation model for maximum energy saving for the commonwealth and 
state governments. 
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5. 100% Renewable Communities

Central Victoria Solar City partnered with the township of 
Newstead in November 2010, to explore ways residents in 
Newstead could work together to reduce their energy 
consumption. A volunteer group of seven community leaders 
joined forces with CVSC’s team to engage their community in 
home energy assessments. The project has three goals:

•	 Reduce energy consumption across the township by at 
least 15%

•	 Complete a feasibility study assessing the viability of 
Newstead generating 100% of its stationary energy use 
requirements locally and renewably.

•	 Raise capital to develop a community owned, renewable 
energy asset.

There are around 200 households in the township of Newstead. 
To date, 140 households have completed a home energy 
assessment through the CVSC project. A further 41 have 
registered to have an assessment completed. This high rate of 
participation in an energy saving program is the result of 
effective community engagement, led by trusted local volunteers. 
The volunteer group were moved to invest considerable time 
and energy in the household assessment campaign as they 
recognise its value in providing a baseline energy use profile for 
the town. The volunteer group are currently exploring 

opportunities to aggregate demand for green energy and 
facilitate bulk purchase on behalf of residents.

In June 2011, Crockford McCartney completed a feasibility 
study, assessing the township’s local renewable energy assets. 
The study found that the town is not located in an areas where 
the development of a wind farm is feasible. Solar radiation in 
Newstead is no better than most areas within Victoria and 
although there are considered to be significant geothermal 
resources within the area, the exploration process is complex 
and costly. Newstead, therefore offers a perfect test site to 
explore whether a town, with no natural advantage in generating 
renewable energy can work together to address the barriers to 
generating 100% of their energy needs locally and renewably.

Central Victoria Solar City will release an interim report on the 
findings from our pilot program of 100% Renewable Communities 
in Newstead in October 2011. 

Newstead residents celebrate their energy saving on 
Sunrise, Channel 7.

Karly Smith, 100% Renewables Newstead Committee 
member, and Ross Egleton, Project Manager, Renewable 
Communities, work together to engage Newstead 
residents about energy efficiency and renewable energy 
options. 
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6. History of the Central Victoria Solar City Project

6.1 June 2005 – November 2009

Central Victoria Solar City was approved for funding in June 2008 however contract negotiation took longer than expected and the 
project commenced in early 2009. The detailed business plan, submitted to the Commonwealth Department of Energy, Water, Heritage 
and The Arts committed CVSC to the deployment of two medium scale solar parks in Bendigo and Ballarat and the design and 
deployment of a household product suite by September 2009. The product suite to be delivered by consortium was designed in eight 
months, ready for launch in early November 2009.   

The initial suite of products and services designed for the residential market in 2009 failed to achieve traction in the marketplace. This 
was largely due to an imbalance between the department’s requirements for data, (the original product suite engagement processes 
were complex and data driven) and the consumers need for simple, solutions-focussed energy assessment. 

The solar parks were successfully designed, constructed and connected to the electricity grid in November 2009. See PART E for more 
information on CVSC’s solar parks. 

Findings from Central Victoria Solar City’s first residential offer
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6.2 February 2010 – November 2010

CVSC Alters the Business Model and renegotiates the 
Funding Agreement with the Department. 

In March 2010 the leadership of the CVSC project changed 
hands from Michael McCartney to Leah Sertori. Following the 
change in leadership, the consortium and project team embarked 
on a review of the initial household product suite. The review 
found that whilst the products and services were competitive as 
stand-alone offers in the marketplace, the customer experience 
was clunky and prevented a large number of participants from 
engaging with the program. The barriers to participation in the 
initial product suite included: 

•	 Lack of personal contact with the customer 

 The products and services were offered via the CVSC 
website, or through kiosk style booths in local government 
reception areas throughout the region. 

•	 Degree of complexity in engaging in the offer

 Customers were asked to read 42 pages of initial information 
on the offers in a level one engagement pack before receiving 
an additional 39 page participation pack. This process took 
place via the mail with little personal contact with the 
customer. Customers reported feeling overwhelmed by the 
level of information and dropping out of the process due to 
time constraints.

•	 Need for a clear value proposition to engage in Solar PV 

 The initial product suite offered customers a 2kW system 
from $17,000. CVSC found the calculation of payback periods 
was initially complex as there were so many variables 
involved. How much energy was the customer currently 
using? What rates were they paying for the energy? What 
time of the day did they use energy? Would a 2kW system 
produce enough electricity to meet demand within the 
household during the day? 

•	 Residential	consumers	will	not	pay	$495	for	a	home	
energy assessment 

 CVSC’s initial ‘energy audit’ was priced at $495 for 
information only. At $495 the offer was taken up by nine 
customers across 14 municipalities.
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1.  Engaging consumers in energy efficiency programs is 
tough:

 The early adopters to fee for service energy efficiency 
programs such as Central Victoria Solar City’s initial product 
suite tend to be well ahead of the trends in the market. The 
“dark green” market in Central Victoria had all completed an 
energy assessment through the Green Loans Program or a 
brief energy assessment through their local sustainability 
group. There was little appetite for a more comprehensive 
assessment at $495. There was however, great interest in 
accessing a comprehensive energy assessment for free.

 2. Consumers have an expectation that they will 
receive high quality energy efficiency advice and 
access to support in implementing solutions at no 
cost: 

 Consumers in Central Victoria see their contribution to 
energy saving in the purchase of efficient appliances, PV 
systems, solar hot water and other interventions that can 
help save electricity. These purchases represent a major 
investment for most Central Victorians. As such they see the 
government or their energy retailer or distributor as being 
responsible for placing the options on the table for their 
consideration at no cost. Central Victorian consumers have 
an expectation the initial home energy assessment and 
product information will be provided at no cost. 

 3. Consumers want solutions focussed products and 
services:

 The initial CVSC product suite offered customers a choice of 
one product or service, from a list of six possible choices. 
The rationale for doing so was to create ‘clean’ intervention 
groups from a research perspective – one group of customers 
who chose PV, one group who chose hot water etc. 

 The impact of the data driven product suite was that 
consumers felt boxed in to one option when they may have 
been interested in two or three. Consumers also reported 
that they wanted the energy audit provided at no cost, to 
help inform their decision about which energy efficiency 
products and services represented best value for money for 
them. 

4.  Consumers value the notion of the research project: 

 CVSC asks customers to complete a rigorous survey of all 
appliances in their home and an additional survey on their 
values and beliefs relating to energy and the environment. 
The University of Ballarat collects this data to identify the 
drivers of energy use behaviour. Although the surveys are 
time consuming, consumers identified research as being 
important to them with a large percentage of consumers 
involved in CVSC market research commenting, “I want my 
participation to influence government policy in this area.” 

5.  Consumers want the delivery of their products and 
services to be seamless: 

 Consumers are uninterested in how products and services 
are deployed within a consortium. If the engagement pack 
includes information about a PV system offered through the 
project by Origin, the customer has an expectation that 
purchasing that system through the project will be seamless. 
Providing a seamless customer experience in the acquisition 
and deployment of PV systems, solar hot water and other 
services is complex and requires experienced operational 
management and troubleshooting in developing strategy 
and managing processes in real time. 

7.  Key Findings from the Initial Household Product Suite Review
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8. Redesign of the Household Product Suite 
The redesign of the household product suite commenced in May 2010 and concluded in July 
2010. The process focussed on placing the customer at the centre of the program and 
designing an engagement process that met the customers need for simplicity and ease of 
participation and the University and Department’s need for the collection of robust data. 

Features of the revised product suite included: 

9. The Development of a Home Energy Assessment Team
CVSC’s Home Energy Assessment Team includes an Assessor for eleven of the fourteen 
municipalities within our region. Assessors from neighbouring shires provide Home Energy 
Assessments to some of the more remote communities in our region including those in the 
Loddon, Buloke and Pyrenees Shires. The Home Energy Assessors were recruited to the 
project in November 2010 and January 2011.

Home	Energy	Assessment	Team	Members

L to R: Keith	Fankhauser,	Nicola	Delahunty,	Shaun	Church,	Lisa	Booth,	Aiden	Leahy,	Kristen	Noles,	John	Davey,	Sue	
Harling,	Elise	Zouck,	Sonny	Neale	(Project Manager, Business Energy Assessments),	Ross	Egleton,	Sally	Van	Rooden	(absent), 
Bruce	Hordern	(absent).
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Customer Safety and Comfort: 

The Home Energy Assessors spend an hour and a half in 
customer’s homes completing CVSC’s home energy assessment.  
CVSC’s home energy assessors must have a completed police 
check. CVSC recruited Assessors with excellent customer 
service and experience in community engagement. CVSC 
provided specialist training in energy efficiency to meet any 
gaps in Assessors knowledge. 

Energy Efficiency Training and Assessment is an 
emerging area:

CVSC was able to source elements of the training required for 
the Home Energy Assessment team from the Victorian Home 
Sustainability Assessor Course, (accredited in Victoria.) The 
program is heavily focussed on the technical aspects of energy 
efficiency and SRA needed to develop significant modules of 
training on the customer experience, community engagement 
and relationship management with stakeholders. 

Effective professional development requires ongoing 
training, assessment and support: 

CVSC brings the HEAT team together once a month for a ‘Fly 
Home Friday’ (FHF) session. FHF’s are designed to collect 
qualitative data from the HEAT team, assess gaps in knowledge 
within the team and provide additional training and support.

The Home Energy Assessment Team requires strong 
leadership and coaching:

Ross Egleton, CVSC’s Home Energy Assessment Team leader 
was recruited based on his previous experience leading teams. 
Ross Egleton has a Bachelor of Commerce and post graduate 
certificate in Human Resources. Ross has extensive project and 
program management experience in international community 
development, youth work, disability, homelessness, education, 
health and the environment. CVSC has been able to develop a 
culture based on excellent customer service, support for one 
another and shared targets, and shared responsibility in the 
HEAT team. 

The revised household product suite includes a free Home 

Energy Assessment, a cash back offer for customers who spend 
$2,000 on pre-approved items to increase the energy efficiency 
of their home, solar hot water and household solar PV. In 
designing the home energy assessment booklet CVSC focussed 
on the following:

Provide high quality information on energy efficiency 
that is easy to understand:

CVSC’s team developed the concept for a Home Energy 
Assessment book (magazine style) that offered energy efficiency 
information in sections that offered the greatest energy saving 
opportunities to participants.

Include efficiency comparisons: 

Include comparisons between different products, especially 
lights. The booklet includes tables comparing the energy use of 
Halogen lights compared to Fluorescent, CFL and LED.

Provide an action list: 

The booklet provides an action list for consumers to reduce their 
energy consumption and ranks the next five steps for the 
consumer to take in priority order. 

Follow up with the customer some months after 
completing the assessment: 

Home Energy Assessors will commence phone calls to customers 
who completed a home energy assessment to follow up on the 
actions the customer committed to at the time of assessment 
and troubleshoot any issues regarding the uptake of efficiency 
measures. 

9.1 Considerations in the development of the Home 
Energy Assessment Team 

9.2  Development of the Free Home Energy Assessment 
Booklet
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PART B: ENGAGEMENT RESULTS 
Figure 1: Household Engagement Result 

1780 Assessments Completed
The revised Home Energy Assessments and 
household product suite proved successful in the 
CVSC region. Figure 1: Household Engagement 
Result shows the cumulative growth of 
participants joining the Central Victoria Solar City 
Program following the launch of the revised 
product suite and process in February 2011.

Figure 2: Uptake of Retrofit Package  

Figure 3: Uptake of Solar PV Package   

528 PV Participants Engaged
The uptake of CVSC’s Household Solar Package 
was initially slow due to the high capital cost of 
the 2kW systems introduced in the initial product 
suite. Sales of the PV offer increased from January 
and February 2011 when Origin and CVSC 
commenced a marketing campaign for 1.5kW 
systems from $2,691. 

810 Retrofit Participants Engaged
CVSC’s retrofit offer was well received by the 
market, highlighting an appetite from csutomers 
for energy effiecient recommendations.
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1.  Design the offer with the customer at the centre of 
the process:

 CVSC tested the revised home energy assessment 
experience with a trial group of customers and amended 
the final process, based on their input. The engagement 
process was simplified, shortened and focused on leaving 
the customer informed and in control of their energy 
consumption in balance with the data gathering 
requirements. 

2.  Customers appreciate the independence of 
Sustainable Regional Australia’s (CVSC’s) Home 
Energy Assessment Team: 

 Customers identify CVSC’s independence as a key driver 
for taking up the Home Energy Assessment. Customers 
tended to exhibit increased scepticism of solar PV 
retailers offers to visit their house, commenting to the 
assessor that they wanted unbiased information 
presented up front before making a decision about which 
system might suit them best. 

3.  Customer’s focus varies greatly from region to 
region within CVSC’s fourteen municipalities: 

 Customers in the Central and Southern areas of the 
region tended to be more focused on the environmental 
drivers for taking up one of CVSC’s packages – while 
those in the Northern areas tended to be attracted by the 
economic merit of packages. The CVSC communications 

team needed to vary the messages through regional 
media to achieve traction in different communities. 

Key Lessons – Effectively Engaging Participants in the Central Victoria Solar City Trial 

You can’t make informed decisions if you don’t have 
the information, and this project gave us access to 

unbiased professional advice for free. We learnt 
simple ways to improve heating and cooling of the 

home and the value of solar energy.” Duncan 
Worsfold, Campaspe Shire

PHOTO:	Kate	and	Duncan	Worsfold	with	kids	Will,	6	and	Lucy,	8.

Figure 4: Uptake of Solar Hot Water Package 

242 Solar Hot Water Participants 
Engaged
Participation agreements for Solar Hot Water 
followed the same trend with the Retrofit 
Package, and Solar PV.
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PART C: CENTRAL VICTORIA SOLAR CITY’S 
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION STRATEGY 

The Role of the University of Ballarat

Despite the prevalence of research into the main causes 
influencing energy consumption behaviour (e.g. technological, 
economic, demographic, attitudinal and weather variables), 
these external elements are rarely considered when evaluating 
the effectiveness of energy efficiency programs.  Such omissions 
limit the ability to understand the influence of energy efficiency 
programs.  Greater understanding of the role that energy 
efficiency programs play in influencing the drivers of energy use 
– and consumption itself – will be an important component of 
strategies designed to manage energy resources.

The importance on understanding the Central Victoria Solar City 
(CVSC) program’s effectiveness and relevance to energy 
efficiency resulted in the engagement of the University of 
Ballarat (UB) to provide a systematic and objective study of the 
program’s influence on energy consumption behaviour.  UB’s 
evaluation focuses on quantifying and establishing the value of 
energy efficiency associated with the CVSC program’s household 
and business packages.  This research will discover the energy 
savings, capacity savings and environmental benefits that 
directly result from the CVSC program and identify relative costs 
and benefits for future energy policy and resource management.  
The data collected as part of the evaluation will also provide the 
basis for a predictive model of energy consumption that can be 
used to guide public policy.

UB is responsible for the CVSC evaluation’s research design, 
data collection and management, monitoring, analysis, 
modelling and reporting.  Staff in two of UB’s designated 
research centres, the Centre for Regional Innovation and 
Competitiveness (CRIC) and Centre for Informatics and Applied 
Optimisation (CIAO) deliver these services.  CRIC and CIAO draw 
on relevant and extensive experience in the areas of data 
collection, data analysis and resource demand modelling in 
undertaking the CVSC evaluation.

CRIC undertakes research within the broad areas of demand 
management for energy and water, valuation of public goods, 

enterprise growth, regional development, and administration 
and analysis of large-scale surveys.  In this study, CRIC is 
responsible for the development of the evaluation’s conceptual 
framework, survey instrument design, management of the data 
collection process and interpretation of research findings.  
CIAO’s focus is on the areas of Informatics and Optimization.  
The major activities of CIAO for the CVSC evaluation fall into the 
following categories: database development and support, 
statistical analysis, optimization and infrastructure support.

Evaluation Design

The CVSC evaluation has been designed to (1) monitor and 
evaluate the impact of the program; (2) identify the influence of 
non-program factors on energy consumption (e.g. attitudes, 
values, housing characteristics, climate) and adoption of energy 
efficiency technologies (e.g. solar hot water, household solar 
electricity); and (3) inform public policy and future research.  By 
conducting a longitudinal study of electricity use in participating 
households and businesses, the study will identify the drivers of 
efficient consumption and inform public policy by developing an 
energy-saving optimisation model.  This model will provide 
estimates of future energy consumption and CO2 savings in the 
Central Victoria region under various scenarios concerning 
social, economic, technological and environmental changes and 
developments.  Although this model will be based on data 
collected in the Central Victoria region, it is expected to be 
applicable to other regions with similar characteristics.

Central Victoria Solar City is unique among the seven solar cities in that this consortium is the 
only city working with a University to independently evaluate the success of the trial. This 
section of the annual report discusses the role of the University of Ballarat, the methodology 
the University employed the evaluate energy use behaviour change within the CVSC trial and 
the anticipated outcomes. 
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Key research questions include:

1. What influence do technological, behavioural, social and 
economic factors have on energy consumption?

2. What is the influence of these factors on household adoption 
of solar energy technologies?

3. How do demographic, geographic and attitudinal 
characteristics influence the use of CVSC packages and 
demand for energy?

4. Which combinations of measures provide the most cost-
effective and CO 2 efficient energy consumption?

5. What are the characteristics of a predictive model that 
explain the impact of demand and supply management on 
future energy use and CO 2 emissions? 

6. How can results from such programs be effectively 
communicated to users?

The three key measures of the evaluation relate to gross savings, 
net savings and estimates of avoided emissions.  Gross energy 
savings involve measuring changes in electricity consumption 
that occur after program participation (e.g. receiving an energy 
assessment, installing solar technologies).  Estimates of net 
savings identify the proportion of gross energy savings that are 
attributable to participation in the CVSC program rather than to 
other influences outside the program (e.g. weather, changes in 
household characteristics, social change), and free-rider8 and 
spill-over9 effects.  Estimates will also include an assessment of 
CO 2 emissions avoided because of the program and an 
optimisation model of cost-effective and CO 2 efficient energy 
consumption.

8 Participants in a program who receive an incentive payment or other 

assistance but would have acted even without the program.

9 Spill-over occurs when the effects of an energy-efficiency program also affect 

other energy saving behaviours of participants and non-participants.

Evaluation Participants:

Sustainable Regional Australia (SRA) is responsible for recruiting 
the program’s intervention group of 3,000 participants.  CVSC is 
still in the early stages of implementation.  At the time of writing, 
nearly half of this target has been achieved, with the balance 
expected to sign up by the end of 2011.  The target numbers for 
each intervention group are presented in the following table:

The evaluation also involves recruiting a control group, so 
comparisons of what would have happened to participant 
energy consumption without the CVSC program can be made.  
Prospective control group participants were recruited by UB 
using a short environmental values telephone survey with 
randomly selected households in the Central Victoria region.  
During this process, 4,954 households completed the initial 
survey, with 2,894 (58%) agreeing to receive further information 
about joining the program’s control group.  After delivering 
information packages, a quarter of recipients (25%) elected to 
join the project, which resulted in a Control Group of more than 
700 households.

Data Collection

A longitudinal design has been employed, with measurements 
at baseline (and before baseline for some measures) and at 
intervals throughout the rest of the project.  The evaluation’s 
data collection began in 2010 and will continue until the project 
ends (June 2013).  Three major types of variables will be 
collected and monitored for this study:

•	 measures	of	electricity	consumption,	the	primary	variable	of	
interest; 

•	 household	 characteristics	 (e.g.	 demographic,	 housing,	
attitudes and behaviour); and

•	 weather	data.

Intervention10 Target

Home Energy Assessment (total participants) 3,000

Retrofit 500

Solar Hot Water 200

Household Solar Photovoltaics 600

In Home Displays 800

10 All program participants receive a Home Energy Assessment with the 

option of participating in one of the other interventions.
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Measures of electricity consumption

The evaluation’s data needs require the collection of half-hourly 
energy use data from all participating households.  This interval 
meter data are collected by the region’s electricity distributor 
(Powercor) from all households in both intervention and control 
groups, from the time of commencement until the conclusion of 
the project.  Information about prior metered electricity use is 
also being provided retrospectively, for up to three years.  Data 
on energy use from gas or other sources is collected by self-
reporting of household bills by participating households.  

Household characteristics

To collect information about the determinants of energy 
consumption, baseline surveys have been conducted with all 
participating households as part of the sign-up process.  Follow-
up surveys will also be undertaken on two further occasions 
during the life of the project.  Based on the study’s conceptual 
framework and the program’s reporting requirements, a common 
core of questions for baseline and follow-up surveys will be 
maintained throughout the project.  The design also allows for 
the inclusion of additional aspects that are specific to particular 
interventions. 

The baseline surveys involve distribution of two separate 
questionnaires to participating households.  The first survey is a 
self-administered mail survey that mainly focuses on household 
characteristics such as site details, appliances, lighting, energy 
bills, gas and other energy sources and energy efficiency 
measures.  On returning the first survey booklet, participants are 
provided with a second questionnaire in the form of a mail, web 
or a telephone survey, depending on the respondent’s preference.  
This second survey provides information on environmental 
values, knowledge, views and opinions on energy use, 
information sources and demographic characteristics. 

Weather Data

Bureau of Meteorology weather data are sourced for the 14 
Local Government Areas (LGAs) involved in the program.  It is 
expected that relevant variables will include meteorological 
measures such as heating degree days, cooling degree days, 
temperature, cloud cover, rainfall and humidity.

Database Management

UB’s project database consists of a custom-built web based 
application and a database management system that allows UB 
team members to view, import or export CVSC related records.  
Project databases are maintained and secured on a dedicated 
server housed at IBM.  Before providing the CVSC data to DCCEE, 

each dataset is pre-processed and validated to ensure data 
quality. 

Data Preparation

Before the data is analysed, it is examined and cleaned to 
ensure consistency with the assumptions of the statistical tests 
to be applied.  This process involves assessment of missing 
data, normality and outliers.

Data Analysis

The main purpose for modelling the data is to identify key factors 
that influence electricity consumption and eventually attribute 
the influence of project interventions on usage.  These factors 
may be related to weather, geographical location, individual 
housing characteristics, behavioural characteristics or time 
factors. 
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PART D: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Collection of data for the CVSC project is continuing.  The 
analysis reported here is based upon 1,586 households of which 
864 were involved in at least one of the intervention groups, 
while the remaining 722 households were from the Control 
Group.  The sample size was restricted to those participants 
who had returned both survey booklets.  The purpose of this 
early analysis is to help inform future analysis.

For the early analysis, the intervention groups were combined 
and treated as a single group.  So far, the analysis has focused 
on:

•	 Setting	 up	 profiles	 of	 participant	 characteristics	 and	
differences between intervention group and control group 
participants;

•	 Defining	a	baseline	of	energy	use	for	the	intervention	group	
and control group; and

•	 Exploring	 potential	 relationships	 between	 energy	 use,	
household characteristics and regional conditions.

Participant Characteristics:

Preliminary analysis identified several differences between the 
intervention group and control group regarding household 
characteristics.  Intervention group participants are more likely 
to:

•	 Live	in	larger	houses

•	 Have	 a	mortgage	 (51%	 of	 intervention	 group	 vs.	 43%	 of	
control group)

•	 Be	married	or	living	with	a	partner	(82%	vs.	74%)

•	 Have	higher	incomes

•	 Be	working	full-time	(47%	vs.	35%)

•	 Have	University	qualifications	(58%	vs.	48%)

•	 Buy	Green	Power	(22%	vs.	17%)

•	 Be	 members	 of	 an	 environmental	 action	 group	 (23%	 vs.	
10%)

•	 Undertake	 energy	 conservation	 behaviour	 (e.g.	 conserve	
water, minimise appliance use)

•	 Be	more	 thoughtful	 (than	 impulsive)	when	deciding	 about	
energy use

•	 Feel	in	control	of	their	household’s	ability	to	use	less	energy

•	 Have	stronger	intentions	to	reduce	energy	and	buy	energy	
saving appliances

•	 Consider	 themselves	 to	 be	 more	 knowledgeable	 about	
energy conservation matters

In contrast, control group participants were more likely 
to be:

•	 Renters	(6%	of	control	group	vs.	1%	of	intervention	group)

•	 Health	care	concession	card	holders	(41%	vs.	25%)

Although these differences are not surprising for a voluntary 
energy conservation program, self-selection bias will need to be 
considered as part of the evaluation’s continuing data analysis.

Average Daily Consumption:

Figure 1 shows the quarterly use patterns for individual 
households from both control and intervention groups based on 
historical (pre-program) records since the second quarter of 
2007.  Several points are noteworthy:  electricity use patterns 
are regular (reflecting seasonality), the intervention group has 
higher consumption (on average 21.5 kWh a day vs. 19.3 kWh a 
day), and there is a slight downward trend associated with the 
intervention group’s usage. 

Figure 1. Average daily consumption by quarter: 
intervention group vs. control group
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Baseline Model:

A preliminary model suggests that particular variables have a 
significant influence on electricity consumption.  These factors 
include climate (time of year and temperature), the presence of 
a gas connection, house size and type, physical characteristics 
(floor type, number of floors), number of occupants, some 
insulation measures (floor and window awnings), income and 
lighting.  Some of the factors identified as not having a significant 
influence on energy consumption include housing material type, 
building age, roof colour, roof type and several insulation 
measures (e.g. wall insulation, double-glazing, window tinting, 
draft stoppers and skylights).   

A key part of future analysis will be to see how integrating 
environmental and psychological variables will influence the 
model and whether this difference is consistent across the 
program’s five intervention packages.  With further recruitment 
of intervention participants and interval data becoming available 
during the next 12 months, analysis that is more detailed will be 
undertaken to compare the influence of CVSC program 
interventions in the context of other determinants of energy use.

Average Daily Consumption:

Figure 5 shows the quarterly use patterns for individual 
households from both control and intervention groups based on 
historical (pre-program) records since the second quarter of 
2007.  Several points are noteworthy:  electricity use patterns 
are regular (reflecting seasonality), the intervention group has 
higher consumption (on average 21.5 KwH a day vs. 19.3 KwH a 
day), and there is a slight downward trend associated with the 
intervention group’s usage. 

10. Initial Findings Identified by 
Sustainable Regional Australia

a) Energy Efficiency Findings

1.  The most significant barrier to the uptake of CVSC’s 
free home energy assessments are smart meters: 

 The sequencing and pace of the smart meter rollout in 
Victoria has resulted in some negative responses to smart 
metering concentrated in specific geographic areas within 
the Central Victorian Region. In Swan Hill and Gannawarra 
Shires, residents were more concerned about the impacts of 
metering on electricity prices than in other areas. 

2.  Energy Efficiency programs work best when there is 
a personal presence in the community: 

 The role of the CVSC Home Energy Assessment team was 
vital in increasing community and consumer participation in 
the program. CVSC’s participation result rose sharply after 
the commencement of the Home Energy Assessment team 
(HEAT). Customers frequently offer their thanks for personal, 
independent and expert advice offered by the HEAT. 

3.  Energy Efficiency can save communities significant 
amounts of money:

 Anecdotal feedback from individual customers involved in 
the CVSC trial to date would suggest that customers are 
able to significantly reduce their energy bills through 
behaviour change only. The community of Newstead, 
working collectively to reduce energy consumption is a good 
example of the value of collective action. The Newstead 
community have achieved a take up rate of three quarters of 
residents living in the township.75% of households have 
now completed a home energy assessment through CVSC. If 
each household were able to save 20% of an annual 
electricity account as a result that could represent a saving 
of around $120,000per annum (based on the average annual 
consumption of households in Newstead.) 
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b)  Household Solar PV Findings 

1.  Participants who are hesitant about new and complex 
technologies require greater support: 

 CVSC office and HEAT staff have been able to provide lots of 
assistance to older participant and people without technical 
background. The assistance has been in a number of areas. 
Helping the participant understand the number of steps 
involved in the purchase, installation and commissioning. 
We have prepared a timing sheet with the five main 
installation, metering, inspection and commissioning steps.   
In addition to spending possibly one hour at the HEA visit, 
the SRA office staff normally have several phone discussions 
with HHSE participant during the installation phase, sorting 
out problems with the installer or providing information that 
is not easily accessible through Origin.

2.  Visibility of the status of installation or paperwork 
process:  

 We have numerous calls from participants who cannot find 
out easily what the status of their installation is. Delays 
engaging with the PV provider often leads to frustration and 
the participant phones CVSC office to find out which step 
their installation is up to. Often the equipment has been 
installed at their house for some weeks but it is not switched 
on and they don’t know how to find out what is happening.

3.  PFIT  & Payback periods:

 The HEAT and SRA office staff spend a proportion of their 
day answering questions about feed in tariffs, cost of the 
equipment and the difficult topic of payback periods, where 
we always are cautious to have the participant make any 
final decisions and calculations on payback period.

4.  Delays with Electrical Inspection:

 CVSC received a high level of complaints with participating 
people in the HHSE trial (12 formal complaints and similar 
numbers of concerned people phoning in but not taking their 
concerns to the level of the formal complaints, out of 400 = 
6%). Even though our processes do not include a root cause 
analysis, our general feeling is that a large percentage relate 
to delays where we have found that the EWR and CES 
paperwork (electrical works request and certificate of 
electrical safety) have not been sent in by the first 
independent electrical inspector to the installation company. 
When there is a spike in work load such as a building boom 

or when solar sales spike, there is a shortage of electrical 
inspectors to complete the required work. There have been 
cases where the inspector is either weeks behind in their 
workload or have sat on completed paperwork for weeks.  

5.  Duplication of Electrical Inspections:  

 There is also a duplication of electrical inspection work for 
PV installation which adds an additional step that may not 
be necessary in the already long PV process. The first 
independent inspection follows the initial installation. The 
second is after the meter is configured to bi-directional 
functionality. The inspector, often the same person 
conducting the first inspection,  conducts the ‘anti-islanding’ 
test to ensure the inverter switches off if the grid goes down 
to prevent stray electrical generation and dangers to 
linesmen working on powerlines. 

Strategies CVSC can implement to address issues 
identified with regard to the Household Solar Electric 
Package 1.5kW – HHSE:

•	 Pricing	-	Our	HEA	team	will	be	able	to	discuss	the	pending	
PFIT closeout and IHD offer as potential ways to generate 
interest.

•	 Reducing	the	number	of	process	steps		-	it	may	be	difficult	to	
reduce the number of process steps 

•	 Visibility	of	the	status	of	installation	or	paperwork	process	
– SRA suggests that a web portal or automated phone portal 
be developed that can be used across all installers, retailers 
and metering companies. A customer would be provided a 
unique job number and at any time they can log in or phone 
up and receive an update on the status of their job against a 
set of process steps with indicative time frames. This way 
the customer could quickly see if there is a hold up and can 
ring a phone number to see if there is something they need 
to do.

•	 PFIT	&	Payback	periods	–	SRA	has	discussed	preparing	a	
FAQ website page to direct participants when they have 
these queries to minimise the amount of time spent in these 
discussions. 

•	 Independent	 Advice	 –	 SRA	 has	 found	 in	 many	 cases,	
whether the participant purchases household solar PV 
through CVSC or outside our project, we spend a considerable 
amount of time answering questions as outlined above, that 
the participants see CVSC as an independent source of 
information and a non-commercial entity who they can trust. 
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After these discussions, we find that a person may be happy 
to purchase household solar PV though our project because 
of the trust, or even purchase outside our project.

•	 Delays	 with	 Electrical	 Inspection	 –	 Training	 of	 more	
inspectors is required for the growing PV industry.

•	 Duplication	of	Electrical	Inspections	-	Over	a	period	of	four	
months in early 2011, the operations group initiated 
investigations into amalgamating the two inspections into 
one. However this was not successful and there may need to 
be pressure from higher levels to make this system 
improvement a reality. 

c) Solar Hot Water Findings

1.  There were significant problems with the first rollout 
of the SHW package that related to the subcontractors 
engaged by Origin:

 After the package was revised to allow participants to select 
their own installers, CVSC has not received a complaint. The 
package target of 200 participants has been oversubscribed 
to 234 and was closed in May 2011. The participants have 6 
months to install their SHW system. Currently we have 
received the first 35 tax receipts to allow us to pay the $250 
sign on bonus. There have been no real barriers relating to 
this package in its new format.

11. Complaints Resolution and Customer Care

In 2010 CVSC received 12 formal complaints, all of which are now closed. One complaint included both Solar Hot Water and 
Household Solar PV.

In 2011 CVSC received 15 formal complaints. To date six are still open.

Year Energy 
Assessment

Retrofit SHW HHSE Solar Park Other

2010 0 0 4 5 4 0

2011 0 0 0 12 1 cancellation 
process

2 Smart 
Meter

In 2010, the HHSE complaints were largely due to delays in installation of the equipment and the supplier processes causing 
confusion. The SHW complaints all related to the quality if the installation which led to SRA allowing customers to select their own 
supplier and installer.  Of the Solar Park complaints, two related to the retailer process delays and two related to confusion with 
retail transfers to Origin and billing information.

 In 2011, the majority of the twelve Household Solar PV complaints related to process issues and confusion, some with the installer, 
some with delays caused by a number of processing and electrical inspection issues. Please refer to notes in the Household Solar 
PV section on duplication of electrical inspection. Four of these related to processing delays and prequalification steps following the 
initial Home Energy Assessment during the time of the price rise and resulted in SRA offering to reimburse the price difference 
between the old and new price. Before the price rise, these delays would not have caused any impact on pricing and SRA were able 
to remedy process issues without customers being impacted.
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PART E: MEDIUM SCALE SOLAR FINDINGS

12. Background of the Solar Parks 
In late 2009, Central Victoria Solar City (CVSC) led the charge in 
the development of medium-scale renewable energy technology 
in Bendigo and Ballarat with the construction of two 300kW 
solar parks. After 12 months of operation, (during 2010) each of 
the Bendigo and Ballarat parks have produced approximately 
500 megawatt hours and 460 megawatt hours of accredited 
GreenPower respectively. 

The project developed these parks as part of its mission to test 
new approaches in local medium-scale solar electricity 
generation. Origin Energy, as a CVSC Consortium member, 
managed the design of the solar parks and led the development 
of technical specifications. PSG Elecraft and Sharp Corporation 
were contracted to add specialist skills to the final design and 
development of technical specifications. Powercor, also a CVSC 
Consortium member, connected both solar parks to the grid and 
reduced the grid connection fees as an in-kind contribution to 
CVSC. After the price reduction, each park cost $50,000 to 
connect.

Securing low cost land in which to construct the parks was 
critical to the overall viability of the model. The benefits of 
engaging local governments throughout the Central Victorian 
region in the CVSC trial (including the provision of land, 
opportunities for internal stakeholder engagement, stewardship 
by councillors and assistance in encouraging community 
participation in the parks) facilitated the ability to navigate the 
complex planning processes associated with installations of this 
size.

The parks vary in terms of their design and effectiveness, with 
each trialling different construction methods and technologies. 
Central to their ongoing success is the ability to create a 
community connection to the parks. Despite the failure of the 
Solar Park Energy Tariff, CVSC is continuing to explore community 
integration models such as embedded networks and an Initial 
Public Offer for community ownership.

The intention of trialling medium-scale solar parks 
within the CVSC research program was to:

•	 Test	the	production	capability	of	the	solar	parks	in	different	
settings - sites in Bendigo and Ballarat were selected on the 
basis of the variation in solar insolation between the two 
sites with Bendigo having a higher solar insolation rating 
than Ballarat; 

•	 Test	the	effect	of	a	simulated	feed-in	tariff	on	the	economic	
viability of the assets; 

•	 Test	the	effect	of	a	power	purchase	agreement	incorporating	
maintenance requirements; 

•	 Conduct	 battery	 trials	 at	 the	 Bendigo	 park	 to	 test	 power	
storage and release capabilities during times of high demand 
for electricity; 

•	 Trial	tracking	systems	at	the	Bendigo	and	Ballarat	parks	to	
include monitoring of power output of the tracking panels 
against fixed panels and a consideration of maintenance and 
overall viability compared to fixed solar panels;

•	 Explore	relationships	with	local	governments	and	other	key	
stakeholders that underpin success of medium-scale solar 
parks;

•	 Trial	a	retail	energy	plan	linked	to	the	parks	to	demonstrate	
community appetite to purchase locally-produced green 
energy; and 

•	 Report	all	key	learnings	to	government	and	other	stakeholders	
within the CVSC trial.

Planning 

The process for securing planning permits for the Bendigo and 
Ballarat solar parks commenced 12 months prior to construction. 
The participation of local governments - theCity of Greater 
Bendigo and City of Ballarat - in the overall CVSC research trial 
assisted CVSC in engaging relevant stakeholders within the 
planning departments of each municipality. The engagement of 
local government in the broader goals of the research trial has 
consistently led to stronger relationships with team members 
within local government. It has also facilitated a better 
understanding of the purpose of the parks and the environmental, 
social and economic benefits solar parks deliver to communities.

This section of the annual report provides an overview of the data monitoring, verification of production figures and 
reflection on the operation of Bendigo and Ballarat solar parks. The report aims to provide an overview of CVSC’s 
activities relating to the parks since their commissioning in November 2009. The report outlines efforts by CVSC to 
enhance the value of the parks and involve the community and other stakeholders in park activities. 
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Provision of a Site 

Both the City of Greater Bendigo and City of Ballarat provided 
long term lease agreements at low cost. Securing low cost land 
on which to construct the parks was critical to the overall 
viability of the model. The benefits of engaging local governments 
throughout the Central Victorian region in the CVSC trial 
(including the provision of land, opportunities for internal 
stakeholder engagement, stewardship by councillors and 
assistance in encouraging community participation in the parks) 
facilitated the ability to navigate complex planning processes. 

Bendigo Solar Park is located next to the saleyards in Huntly, 
approximately 11kms from the city centre. Ballarat Solar Park is 
located opposite Ballarat Airport, around 8kms from the city. 

Solar Park Design 

Origin Energy, as CVSC Consortium member, managed the 
design of the solar parks. Origin led the development of technical 
specifications for the parks and PSG Elecraft and Sharp 
Corporation were contracted to add specialist skills to the final 
design and development of technical specifications. 
Sustainability Victoria requested an independent review by 
Halcrow of the specification.

Design Features Ballarat Solar Park 

The specifications for Ballarat Solar Park included fixed mounted 
panels on frames and panels mounted on bi-directional tracking 
systems. 

Design Features Bendigo Solar Park 

The specifications for Bendigo Solar Park included fixed mounted 
panels on frames, panels mounted on single axis tracking 
systems and a battery storage system. 

Tracking Panels

The tracking panels at both Bendigo and Ballarat solar parks 
have had an extended period of commissioning work to fine-
tune their operation. The main issues at the Ballarat solar park 
were: 

1. A storm in early 2010 damaged the motor drives in most of 
the tracking systems and the replacement of these high-end 
drive motors took longer than planned;

2. The trackers have had a number of software issues that 
relate to the method that the motor controllers are operated 
to track the sun across the sky. Eco Energy Solutions has 
undertaken a number of improvements to increase the 
reliability of the trackers, but work is still to be done to 
achieve a high reliability level.  The trackers at Bendigo Solar 
Park have had a low level of reliability during most of 2010 
due mainly to the software and drive motors that operate the 
tilting of the trackers. In early 2011, PSG Elecraft undertook 
software changes that are currently being tested. Early 
indications are that these problems appear to be rectified.  
According to industry figures, there should be between a 
20% to 30% increase in output from tracking panels when 
compared to fixed panels.
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Fixed Panels at Bendigo Solar Park - 1,680 fixed panels

Trackers at Bendigo Solar Park - Horizontal Single Axis 
Trackers (HSAT) 

 8 Trackers with 10 panels each = 80 panels 

Fixed Panels at Ballarat Solar Park - 1,852 fixed panels

Trackers at Ballarat Solar Park -Tilted Single Axis 
Trackers (TSAT) 

8 trackers with 9 panels each 8=72 panels
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Footings 

Ballarat Solar Park

Because of the soil type and conditions at the site, the footings 
used were a ‘screw-in’ footing that reduced the embodied 
energy of the construction.

Bendigo Solar Park 

Because of the site conditions at the time of construction and 
the overall height of the installation, concrete footings were 
utilised. The photo below shows the wet conditions during the 
construction period. Concrete footing provided a safe working 
area for the installation of frames, the solar panels and wiring. 

Photo from Krinner Australia website – Note: Footings 
used may not have been from this supplier.

The photo above supports the advice that the site 
conditions at the time of construction were considered 
appropriate for screw in footings. The lower height of the 
panel system also posed less of a ‘sail’ effect associated 
with wind loading compared to the higher panels at 
Bendigo Solar Park.
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Battery System

Bendigo Solar Park

 

The lead acid battery storage system designed and built into the 
inverter room is rated at 22MWh annual storage capacity, which 
is equivalent to approximately 60kWh storage and discharge 
capacity per day. Given that the average daily generation 
capacity of the park is 1,200kWh, the batteries can nominally 
store and discharge 5% of the daily generation capacity. The 
intent of   installing this battery system at Bendigo Solar Park 
was to test the feasibility of storing energy from the peak 
generation times to discharge at other periods (typically peak 
demand periods) and for running equipment in the inverter 
rooms in the evening and night periods.  The size of the battery 
system for the trial may not be representative of a battery 
system specified for this size park developed in the future, rather, 
this size was agreed on because of the budget provided, size 
available in the inverter room and a number of other factors 
during the design phase of this park.

CVSC, Origin and PSG Elecraft are now undertaking these tests 
beginning with daily charging and initiation of the discharge 
period from 11pm AEST until the batteries have discharged 
down to a specified level. The rationale for the 11pm test period 
was that it coincided with the commencement of heating cycles 
for electric hot water services in Victoria. This represents a peak 
demand period, although there is no spot price peak because of 
the low relative demand in the evenings. The 11pm test period 
also allowed CVSC to clearly record the export kW figures from 
the meters and clearly differentiate battery export from daily 
solar export.

Once this first round of testing is complete, we can theoretically, 
and in practice, move this battery discharge export to daily peak 
demand times. The goal of the battery testing is to determine 
practical capacity of the batteries, speed at which batteries can 
be discharged within the operating parameters of lead acid 
batteries and management issues in regulating battery 
discharge.

1. Discussion about Storage Systems

During 2010, SRA was asked why lead acid batteries were 
selected for this program. We believe this   is a relevant question 
and will include in this report some discussion notes on this 
matter. 

There are many options when selecting energy storage systems. 
Depending on the requirements, these could include:

Kinetic systems  - Through the use of a spinning flywheel (such 
as the Powercorp flywheel system at Marble Bar www.pcorp.
com.au off grid network), kinetic systems can be used to store 
power. However, power fluctuations through solar generation 
are of concern to remote grids. When augmented with diesel 
generation, power fluctuations can be reduced. These power 

Bendigo Solar Park also includes battery storage, funded 
through Sustainability Victoria’s Smart Energy Zones 
(SEZ). The batteries were included in the design to test 
energy storage and release into the grid during times of 
peak demand. 
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fluctuations may not be of such an issue to large grids, such as 
that on the eastern seaboard grid in Australia, (where the 
Bendigo and Ballarat solar parks operate) so the criticality of 
adding such systems in medium scale solar facilities in Victoria 
may not be required.  

‘Pumped-Water’ - Hydroelectric power stations can be used to 
pump water up to storage dams using off peak coal fired 
electricity to deliver electricity at peak load times. (This was 
seen as outside the scope of solar parks, but is included for a 
larger discussion.)

Salt storage - Solar thermal power plants in Spain store energy 
in salt brine in tanks at high temperature and release the energy 
in the 4:00pm to 6:00pm peak time periods.

Batteries - batteries may be considered to be the most cost-
effective method for the storage of electricity at small PV solar 
parks. However, this depends on the intended goal of the energy 
storage system such as running on site equipment after sunset, 
or extending the delivery of electricity to afternoon and evening 
demand periods. If the intended use is to deliver power into the 
peak demand period to take advantage of spot pricing on hot 
days, then potentially other battery chemistry options could be 
considered to discharge power quickly and may have advantages 
over slower discharging lead-acid batteries. However, the higher 
up-front cost of  batteries with alternative chemistry would have 
to be taken into consideration in the cost benefit analysis. Also, 
the small number of days per year when the spot price is very 
high may be a limiting factor in the financial viability of battery 
storage.

2. GreenPower Accreditation

The submission for GreenPower accreditation was a considerable 
exercise for CVSC. The submission included copies of all 
environmental impact statements, planning submissions and 
other supporting power generation documentation. There were 
several follow up submissions made before the final accreditation 
was provided, many months after the initial submission.

3. ORER Accreditation

The submission for ORER accreditation was also a significant 
exercise for CVSC. This submission required additional 
supporting documentation regarding grid connection, company 
and well as personal contact information. The ORER accreditation 
also initiated the REC (renewable energy certificate) processes.

4. REC Processes

Creation of REC’s for our solar parks is a monthly requirement. 
This is an eight-step process that involves the downloading of 
daily export and import figures from the solar park metering 
portal, forwarding the gross export figures, creating the REC’s, 
transferring the REC’s and paying ORER for each REC creation 
administration cost. 

5. Production 

The following commentary relates to energy production for the 
2010 calendar year.

Both Bendigo and Ballarat solar parks produced more energy 
than the minimum specification of 420 MWhr/yr, with Bendigo 
generating 500MWh and Ballarat 460MWh during the calendar 
year. 
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Figure 1: Bendigo Solar Park Gross Production

Bendigo Solar Park’s generation is higher than Ballarat’s, 
potentially due largely to the higher level of solar 
insolation in the Bendigo area. 

Figure 2: Ballarat Solar Park Gross Production 

Figure 3: Sample Day of High Production days by Season 
(Ballarat) (Total Park Production)

Figure 4: Average Sample day of Seasonal Production 
(Ballarat) (Total Park Production)

Figure 5: Sample Day of Production by Season (Bendigo) 
(Total Park Production)

Figure 6: Average Sample day of Seasonal Production 
(Bendigo) (Total Park Production)
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Table 1: Annual Gross Production Data Ballarat 

Month kWh

January 2010 55678

February 2010 49516

March 2010 48550

April 2010 31633

May 2010 30079

June 2010 20534

July 2010 20307

August 2010 26497

September 2010 31895

October 2010 50969

November 2010 47882

December 2010 49255

TOTAL 2010 462794

Table 2: Annual Gross Production Data Bendigo

Month kWh

January 2010 58259

February 2010 45565

March 2010 49600

April 2010 40453

May 2010 35009

June 2010 27628

July 2010 26629

August 2010 33052

September 2010 42171

October 2010 48950

November 2010 46608

December 2010 51190

TOTAL 2010 505114
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Figure 7: Solar Insolation Map – Victoria

Resources: http://new.dpi.vic.gov.au/energy/projects-research-
development/solar/vlssp/victorias-solar-resource-details

Resources: http://solar1.mech.unsw.edu.au/glm/trnaus/
CLIMATIC%20DATA.htm

This site has Solar Radiation measurements that may be 
useful for further information.

The higher Insolation values of Bendigo compared to Ballarat 
may be one of the main contributions to the higher output from 
Bendigo (500MWh) compared to Ballarat (460MWh).

6. Grid Connection 

Powercor connected both solar parks to the grid. Powercor 
reduced the grid connection fees as an in-kind contribution to 
CVSC. After the price reduction, each park cost $50,000 to 
connect. This cost may represent a significant barrier to the 
uptake of other community owned solar parks. Central Victorian 
Greenhouse Alliance recently undertook a major project on 

behalf of its members to work with distributors to attempt to 
reduce the grid connection fees for medium scale renewable 
energy infrastructure. 

7. Power Purchase Agreement 

The energy generated by Ballart and Bendigo solar parks is sold 
to Origin Energy under a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA.) The 
current PPA for both parks is valid to 30 June 2013 and includes 
a fixed-price for all electricity exported to the grid capped at a 
mutually agreed capacity. When production exceeds the cap, 
the price Origin pays SRA for the electricity drops back to the 
spot price. The PPA includes maintenance costs.

8. Trial of the Solar Park Retail Energy Tariff 

The trial of the solar parks in Bendigo and Ballarat sought to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of a retail energy plan coupled 
with the parks. The plan, designed by the CVSC consortium, 
sought to relate the purchase of electricity from the parks to 
‘renting’ the equivalent of a 2kW PV system for the roof of a 
household. This tariff was designed in early 2009 when the 
price of a 2kW system for households was in excess of $15,000. 

The tariff was designed in market conditions where many 
Central Victorians were excluded from purchasing Household 
Solar PV. The plan asked that customers pay an additional $2.80 
per week on top of Origin’s standard Green Power Energy Plan 
to have their electricity produced locally. This offer was 
notionally coupled with a commitment to offer the parks up for 
community ownership in 2013, for 40% of the cost of 
construction.

The first barrier to the uptake of this product was that the 
price did not generate sufficient customer demand.

The second barrier to the uptake of this product was the 
customer experience 

The offer resonated with the more passionate environmentalists 
within the Bendigo and Ballarat community. In the first month of 
offering the product, CVSC secured 42 expressions of interest 
from potential customers. CVSC then passed the expressions of 
interest on to Origin to contact the customers and sell them the 
tariff. This is an area where CVSC ran into significant challenges 
and barriers related to the customer experience. Many 
customers who expressed interest in the product were contacted 
by Origin initially. The key learning was that the consortium 
should have built the tariff with the customer experience being 
fundamental to design.
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The third barrier to the uptake of this product was the 
lower price of household PV 

In September 2010, CVSC introduced a household product suite 
featuring 1.5kW household PV systems from $2,670, fully 
installed. The product was offered with an Origin interest-free 
finance package allowing customers to secure a system on their 
roof for $175 up-front. The drop-in price meant that customers 
who may otherwise have considered purchasing their electricity 
through the Solar Park Energy Plan, would now purchase a solar 
PV system for their home.

Key Lessons Learned related to the Solar Park Energy 
Tariff 

•	 The tariff was probably too complex and it was difficult to 
explain the pricing structure (including Greenpower) to 
potential customers.

•	 When	 introducing	new	 tariffs	 into	a	boutique	market,	 the	
level of customer service provided to the first 100 customers 
is the most critical factor in securing sales. If customers find 
the process complex to navigate, the customer becomes 
disillusioned by the engagement process and drops out of 
the scheme. 

•	 CVSC	 should	 have	 secured	 greater	 involvement	 from	 the	
customer service divisions of consortium partners in the 
design of this product. The design process was primarily 
driven by operations and marketing and lacked a customer 
centred approach

•	 There	is	a	good	opportunity	to	attempt	a	second	launch	of	a	
retail energy plan linked to the parks through a boutique 
retailer with the capacity to provide higher levels of customer 
service to small, localised groups of customers. 

9. Ingredients for Success in Medium Scale Solar 

Feed-in Tariff for community owned and operated 
medium scale solar parks. 

While the capital cost of solar PV remains relatively high 
compared with other forms of renewable energy, communities 
seeking to develop medium scale solar parks require some level 
of feed-in tariff to help take the industry to scale. 

Behind the meter solutions such as embedded networks 
to secure the highest price and lowest transmission 
losses between the parks and customers. 

CVSC is exploring different models for the development of 
medium scale solar parks in the future, including a model where 
the developer declares an ‘embedded network’ to secure the 
best price for the electricity generated by the park.

This approach may help secure a higher price for energy 
generated in Ballarat if the power could be sold to Ballarat 
Airport, located beside the park, through a private network.

Embedded Networks

An embedded network is a privately owned and operated 
network positioned ‘behind’ a ‘main’ meter or ‘gate’ meter. 
Embedded networks are common in shopping centres and 
apartment buildings/office buildings where the body corporate 
seeks to pass on the cost of electricity through ‘child’ meters. 
Declaring an embedded network that includes a solar park 
‘behind the meter’ would secure a higher price for the energy 
the park generates than a PPA in the open market.

SRA is currently exploring a number of behind the meter 
solutions for future solar parks.
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10. Conclusion – Future opportunities for medium scale 
solar

Central Victoria Solar City has demonstrated the effectiveness 
of medium scale solar parks in generating clean, green energy. 
Both parks located in Bendigo and Ballarat produced more 
energy than originally estimated. 

Community appetite for community-owned medium scale solar 
parks has remained very high in the first year of the parks’ 
operations. CVSC receives regular enquiries from local 
governments, sustainability groups and economic development 
groups interested in raising capital to develop a solar park of 
their own. The policy settings required to facilitate further take 
up of community-owned medium-scale solar parks include the 
introduction of a feed-in tariff or other form of financial incentive 
to attract investment. 

Bendigo and Ballarat Solar Parks provide a sound basis for the 
viability of community-owned medium-scale solar when 
considering the generation capability of the parks. If the price of 
solar panels continues to reduce at the current rate, (from $12 
per watt of installed capacity in 2009 to between $4 and $6 per 
watt of installed capacity in 2011), the case for community 
investment in medium scale solar is almost economically viable 
in 2011. 

Sustainable Regional Australia is currently developing a 
business model to facilitate community investment in medium 
scale solar. The business model is under development and due 
to be presented to government in October 2011.
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PART F: BUSINESS SERVICES
Business Energy Assessments
Central Victoria Solar City developed an energy assessment for 
small to medium businesses in May/June 2011. The offer was 
developed with input from twenty small business operators 
across our region. The operators asked that we design the 
process with the customer in mind, concentrating on the value 
of energy savings to be realised. 

The CVSC Business Energy Assessment has now been made 
available to all SME’s throughout our region at a subsidised rate 
of $250 plus GST. Most businesses that completed the 
assessment identified potential savings of 20-30%. CVSC found 
that while most householders anecdotally tend to save between 
10-20% through their participation in our assessment, business 
operators stand to save substantially more energy. This is largely 
due to the number of lights in shop fronts and office spaces and 
the tendency for computers, photocopiers and other office 
equipment to be left on twenty four hours a day. 

CVSC together with the City of Greater Bendigo gathered 
information on the total spend of SME’s on energy use in the 
municipality. CVSC and COGB estimate that annual spend to be 
around $30million. Should all small businesses adopt the energy 
assessment developed by CVSC the municipality estimates a 
total saving of us to $10million per annum that could be 
reinvested in the local economy.

 

“I’ve come away from the experience feeling like I have 
a bit of control over my bills - and an action list to do 
something about them. Doing the assessment I got that 
my energy costs are controllable, and to a greater 
extent than I had realised. “

Peter McConvill 
Shizuka Ryokan Japanese Country Spa  

and Welness Retreat,  
Hepburn Shire

“It’s fantastic! We’re going to save 50% on our bills! By  
reaking down our energy use into its component parts 
– computers, heating, lighting etc – we’ve now got a real 
analysis of where savings can be made.”

Jenny Williams 
Tangled Garden Bookshop, 

Campaspe Shire
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Hospitals 

Central Victoria Solar City is currently developing a partnership 
with Ballarat Health to showcase excellence in energy efficiency 
and the incorporation of Solar PV in large buildings managed by 
the Department of Health. CVSC is working with the Victorian 
Department of Health in the development of this project, to 
ensure the lessons learnt from the Ballarat site are incorporated 
into the design of major projects in the future. CVSC’s support 
for the trial of electric vehicles will enable the Department of 
Health to complete a comparison on the fuel efficiency of electric 
vehicles for frequent short runs around town.

 

CVSC will launch our partnership with Ballarat Health in 
September 2011. At this  stage  we anticipate the partnership  will 
include:

•	 35kW PV array on the roof of the redeveloped Cancer Centre

•	 A similar sized array on the roof of the Adult Acute Building

•	 Two electric vehicles

•	 A car shelter to house the two electric vehicles, including a 
PV array on the roof 

•	 Development of case studies focussed on the energy 
efficiency of the buildings and the generation of the PV 
systems.

•	 Case studies and efficiency comparisons on the electric 
vehicles.

Schools
Renewable Energy in the Curriculum

Central Victoria Solar City supported Swan Hill Primary School 
and Castlemaine Secondary College to extend the curriculum 
offered to students related to renewable energy. CVSC provided 
funding to both schools to extend a model solar car challenge, 
(Castlemaine) and model Solar Boat challenge (Swan Hill.) Both 
teachers leading each project based learning module were 
provided with time release, funds for materials and support for 
student excursions. All year 9 students visited CVSC’s Bendigo 
Solar Park in 2010/11. CVSC is now providing support to both 
schools to publish those units of curriculum on our website and 
to make them available to other schools around Victoria through 
the Department of Education’s Ultranet. In November 2011, 
CVSC will bring 30 interested schools from our region together 
for a ‘Renewable Energy in Schools’ Conference. Swan Hill 
Primary and Castlemaine Secondary College will showcase their 
projects and encourage other interested teachers to get involved.

Support for Solar PV at Swan Hill Primary

CVSC provided financial support to enable Swan Hill Primary 
School to secure a 2kW fixed PV array and 1kW tracking system. 

The tracking system was provided to allow students to monitor 
energy generation and compare the efficiency of the fixed 
system to the tracking system. The PV array also includes a 
simple display screen to enable students to monitor electricity 
generation in real time.

Swan Hill Primary School

Ballarat Regional Integrated Cancer Centre
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PART G: FINANCIAL REPORT
CVSC receives funding at a number of different 
levels,Commonwealth, State and Local government, and 
includes funds received from the Department of Climate Change 
and Energy Efficiency, Sustainability Victoria and the 
Sustainability Fund, and Sustainability Victoria-Smart Energy 
Zone.  

CVSC is also supported by our consortium members Bendigo 
and Adelaide Bank, Origin Energy Retail Ltd, Powercor Australia 
Pty Ltd., and Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance (which 
comprises of 14 participating municipalities throughout the 
Central Victorian region).

Central Victoria Solar City is three years into a five year term.  
The budget for our project has been designed to incorporate the 
‘seasonality’ of the Central Victoria Solar City project.

CVSC is currently in a very active/intense growth stage of our 
project and this is displayed by the marked increase in 
expenditure for the current financial year.  The Audited Annual 
expenditure for 2008/09 and 2009/10 was $938,817.00 and 
$2,453,435 respectively compared with the expected annual 
expenditure for 2010/11 of approximately $4,235,000.

Central Victoria Solar City has been able to employ a total of 25 
staff members over the past 12 months. Together with our staff 
based in Castlemaine we have been able to employ and train 13 
Home Energy Assessors who are located across the Central 
Victoria region.  CVSC is also supported by the Board of 
Sustainable Regional Australia Pty Ltd which comprises of five 
non-executive directors.

The budgeted forecast expenditure of $3,293,000 for 2011/2012 
financial year will see a decrease in expenses from this financial 
year as the project winds down for the growth period experienced 
in the current financial year.
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PART H: MARKETING AND  
COMMUNICATIONS LESSONS
Media summary

CVSC has received 104 individual mentions in the media over 
the past 12-months. The highest level of activity recorded was in 
the weeks following the launch of free Home Energy 
Assessments. Throughout February, following the February 1 
launch, we received 11 mentions in print media, two mentions 
on local radio, two mentions on regional television and one 
mention in a local government area council newsletter.

The media, as well as local government area channels eg. 
ratepayer newsletters, have been highly supportive of our 
project. They have consistently sought to promote and profile 
the benefits of receiving Home Energy Assessments through the 
use of local case studies. They have also been keen to promote 
excitement around different campaigns run by CVSC. While we 
have occasionally been asked to comment on debate surrounding 
government policy and industry developments, we have sought 
to decline making direct comments in favour of promoting the 
benefits of the program.   

The project is portrayed in the media as being successful in 
helping people to reduce energy consumption and to save 
money against rising energy prices. This is in line with CVSC’s 
Communications and Marketing Team’s drive to promote the 
benefits of the program. The media have been largely cooperative 
in the area. The media is now focussed on following case studies 
before turning their attention on the research.  

For the 12 months to June 30, our website has recorded the 
following results:

Visits:    49,629

Average length of visit:  2 minutes 33 seconds

Page views:   154,730

CVSC campaigns

Central Victoria Solar City pursued both above the line (ATL) and 
below the line (BTL) methods of communicating its brand 
proposition to the market.  

The ATL approach involved a mix of full-colour half-page and 
strip advertising in the early general news pages of 14 
newspapers across 12 local government areas as well as a Level 
1 Bendigo and Adelaide Bank promotion in 32 branches across 
the CVSC region. 

The advertising campaign ran for eight weeks and included a 
two-week promotion in Bendigo newspapers only of the launch 
event and a six-week campaign promoting the free Home Energy 
Assessment offer by a local CVSC-trained home energy assessor. 
The HEA advertising also promoted our package offers of 
discounts on household solar PV, rebates on solar hot water 
systems and the Retrofit Package as well as the opportunity to 
contribute to Federal Government policy through participating in 
the research.  

The Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Level 1 campaign featured 
street-facing advertising in the front windows of all branches 
(not agencies) as well as in-branch promotion. Bendigo and 
Adelaide Bank branch staff were also informed of the CVSC 
offer and were requested to engage customers to participate in 
the offer.

The BTL approach involved the following:

•	 a	free	media	campaign	promoting	the	benefits	of	receiving	
HEAs, project progress, CVSC offers and CVSC case studies 
– this included newsprint, magazines, council newsletters, 
radio and television;

•	 a	social	media	campaign	that	involved	the	creation	of	blogs	
by home energy assessors on the CVSC website, the creation 
of a Facebook page and regular postings by CVSC on high-
profile Facebook sites associated with Bendigo, Ballarat, 
Swan Hill, Echuca and public Facebook sites associated with 
a town in which we carried out HEAs;

•	 an	 email	 campaign	 where	 regular	 e-news	 updates	 were	
emailed to members on our CRM database;

•	 DL	flyers	introducing	home	energy	assessors	and	the	CVSC	
brand proposition that were letterbox-dropped and hand 
delivered by home energy assessors throughout communities;

•	 the	insertion	of	DL	flyers	in	LGA	council	rate	notices;
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•	 community	 group	 presentations	 on	 the	 CVSC	 brand	
proposition (about 50 to groups such as Rotary, local 
government, climate actions groups, farmers markets, 
sustainability events and University of the Third Age events);

•	 free	 community	 workshops	 on	 subjects	 such	 as	 draught-
proofing, roof insulation and window sealing (around 25 
have been completed in various forms whether they be at 
local farmers markets and sustainability events (sometimes 
together with Central Victoria Greenhouse Alliances’ “Re-fit 
‘n’ Save” program) or assessor-arranged events at local 
community centres);

•	 the	 BTL	 promotion	 of	 a	 ”Refer-a-Friend”	 campaign	where	
both existing and new participants could refer-a-friend and 
enter the draw to win a household solar PV system – this 
was supported by a DL flyer and a dedicated on-line sign-up 
page on the CVSC website and was promoted directly by 
home energy assessors. This campaign resulted in significant 
interest in the project irrespective of whether people actually 
signed-up to enter the prize draw or simply signed-up to 
receive a HEA. While more than 60 people signed-up to win 
the free household solar electricity package, many more 
bypassed the prize draw entry process to receive a HEA;

•	 the	promotion	on	the	CVSC	Energy	Team	Challenge	to	large	
employer groups where they were challenged to receive a 
HEA and to transition energy saving behaviours from the 
home to the workplace – this was promoted directly by 
home energy assessors; 

•	 one-one	 engagement	 of	 LGA	 council	 environmental	 and	
communications staff to assist with the promotion of and 
advocate the benefits of HEAs to ratepayers; and

•	 solar	park	tours	conducted	by	either	a	CVSC	home	energy	
assessor or staff member.

Of the two approaches, CVSC found the BTL approach to be far 
more successful than the ATL approach because of its ability to 
engender greater understanding, trust and acceptance of the 
CVSC brand proposition. This was achieved through a degree of 
face-to-face interaction between prospective participants and 
either a CVSC home energy assessor or staff member. 

It was found that the ATL campaign message, whilst focussed 
on building a relationship between the CVSC assessor and 
prospective participants, became lost in the “noise” associated 
with solar energy products. No matter how virtuous the 
intentions of our advertising, which focussed on the experience 
of our assessors and the benefits of our research, CVSC was 
seen as just another solar installer. The advertising campaign 

did not result in a noticeable number of sign-ups despite the 
focus of its proposition being free Home Energy Assessments by 
a local home energy assessor as part of a government research 
project. 

However, it was found that the advertising campaign was 
beneficial in creating strong broad awareness of the project. 
Also, because it featured the home energy assessors so 
prominently it created instant recognition of the brand and local 
personnel.  

It was also found that relying on a third party whose interest  
were not genuinely vested in energy efficiency and low carbon 
electricity generation opportunities – such as Bendigo and 
Adelaide Bank branch staff – was ineffective at generating 
participation in the project.

Through the face-to-face engagement of the BTL campaign – 
whether real or implied as in electronic and print media 
interviews and articles – prospective participants were found to 
be more inclined to participate in the project. The engagement 
was carried out by people whose interests were deeply vested 
in the offer whether they be CVSC home energy assessors and 
staff or the environmental and communications officers from 
participating LGA councils.

By engaging prospective participants in conversations about 
energy efficiency savings, rising electricity prices and renewable 
energy during face-to-face engagements, home energy 
assessors found sign-ups to the project were more easily 
obtained. 

Home energy assessors felt their efforts to engage participants 
in the project were significantly eased by having collateral on 
hand that promoted either the project or its offers. Home energy 
assessors found that by having collateral on hand, it created yet 
another talking point that allowed them to promote CVSC’s 
offers.

Media mentions were also highly effective at generating 
interest. Whenever CVSC’s telephone number or website 
address was mentioned in an article or during an interview, 
there was an instant increase the telephone enquiries, website 
hits and sign-ups through the internet. 
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Stakeholder engagement      

CVSC stakeholders include householders, consortium partners, 
federal government, state government, local government, 
climate action groups and media. Engagement has included 
the following:

Householders  - ATL and BTL campaigns

 Messages:

•	 how	to	reduce	energy	and	save	money

•	 contribute	to	government	policy	on	renewable	energy	

•	 enjoy	the	benefits	of	the	CVSC’s	packages

Consortium partners – a formal series of committee and 
subcommittee meetings (operations, marketing and 
communications and steering committees), informal one-on-
one engagements with individual members and formal activity 
reports.

 Messages:

•	 learnings	and	opportunities	

•	 strategic	directions	

•	 risk

•	 governance

Federal government – formal activity reports, formal 
meetings and presentations and informal engagements

 Messages:

•	 learnings	and	opportunities

•	 strategic	directions

•	 risk

•	 governance

Victorian government - formal activity reports, formal 
meetings and presentations and informal engagements

 Messages:

•	 learnings	and	opportunities

•	 strategic	directions	

•	 risk

•	 governance

Local government – formal presentations to councils or 
executive staff and informal one-on-one engagements with 
environment and communications/media staff

 Messages:

•	 retaining	capital	in	the	local	economy

•	 reducing	carbon	emissions	at	local	level

•	 belonging	to	a	project	in	which	the	benefits	will	be	shared	
with local communities

Climate action groups – informal one-on-one meetings and 
knowledge sharing sessions

 Messages:

•	 learnings	 and	 opportunities	 for	 members	 to	 become	
involved

•	 reducing	carbon	emissions	at	local	level

•	 belonging	to	a	project	in	which	the	benefits	will	be	shared	
with local communities

Media – media releases, on and off-the-record conversations 
and informal meetings

 Messages:

•	 local	case	studies	on	achieving	energy	savings

•	 project	wins	and	updates

•	 retaining	capital	in	the	local	economy

•	 reducing	carbon	emissions	at	local	level

•	 belonging	to	a	project	in	which	the	benefits	will	be	shared	
to local communities

The interests of CVSC’s various stakeholders vary little despite 
their disparate backgrounds. Our stakeholders’ common thread 
of interest lies in the degree to which householders can reduce 
energy consumption and save money as a result of receiving 
HEAs. The research that CVSC is conducting is seen to be 
highly valuable in educating households on inexpensive and 
effective methods of providing a hedge against rising energy 
prices as well as looking at methods for making existing homes 
more energy efficient whilst maintaining suitable comfort 
levels.

As CVSC stakeholder engagement transitions from participant 
engagement to knowledge sharing, so will our messaging to 
various stakeholders. Much of our messaging has focussed on 
securing participation through retail offers and creating 
engagement opportunities with prospective participants in an 
effort to inform them about project initiatives and securing a 
sign-up. We will now begin to focus on sharing information 
about the research through formal presentations and 
conferences to stakeholders and industry. This will take the 
form of:

•	 Conferences

•	 Community	forums

•	 Case	studies	for	free	media	opportunities	and	social	media,	
and

•	 Formal	 one-on-one	 presentations	 to	 government	
stakeholders.
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PART I: FORECAST ACTIVITY FOR CVSC IN 
THE 2011/2012 FINANCIAL YEAR
Future Activity related to Research and 
Evaluation 
The following activities will be undertaken by the University of 
Ballarat over the next 12 months: 

•	 As	more	program	recruitment	occurs	during	2011	and	more	
data becomes available, UB will be in a position to undertake 
detailed analysis of the different interventions and their 
effect on electricity use.  Additional data to be collected over 
the coming quarters will also provide greater confidence 
with respect to findings.  It is expected that:

 - A baseline report with detailed comparisons of 
control and intervention group participants will be 
completed by October 2011.

 - An interim report on the influence of Home Energy 
Assessments will be completed by December 201.

 - A detailed analysis between specific interventions 
and the control group will be made when enough 
participants meet package requirements (e.g. retrofit 
receipts, installation of solar technologies).  This 
recruitment is expected to be completed in mid-2012.  The 
timing of an interim report on the influence of these 
packages will need to be determined based on levels and 
timing of recruitment.

•	  Business Energy Assessments will begin in August 2011.  
Data from these assessments will be analysed in early 2012.  
An interim report on these findings is expected to be provided 
by March 2012.

•	  In July-September 2011, UB will align its data analysis 
strategy with DCCEE, as the Department starts analysis on 
the broader Solar Cities program.

•	  In January-March 2012, follow-up surveys will be distributed 
to household participants.  This survey will address issues of 
housing changes, behaviour of individuals within the 
household, barriers and enablers, free-rider and spill-over 
effects, and other items as appropriate.

•	  UB will continue to provide quarterly milestone reports on 
evaluation activities and evolving findings

•	  A final report detailing all findings will be submitted at the 
conclusion of the CVSC program in June 2013

•	 Conclusion and recommendations.
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CVSC TEAM

CVSC Consortium and Commonwealth Government Representatives

L to R: Jonathon Kilpatrick, DCCEE; John	Harvey, CVGA; David	Williamson, DCCEE; Suzie Ryan, CVSC; Malcolm	
Thorpe, DCCEE; Dario	deBortoli, Origin; Leah	Sertori, CVSC; Leigh	Watkins, Bendigo Bank; Lachlan	Eddy, DCCEE. 
Absent: Graeme	Harvey, Bendigo Bank; Phil Gardiner, Powercor.

CVSC CONSORTIUM (STEERING COMMITTEE)

CVSC Staff

L to R: Neriman Kemal, Media and PR; Simon Kingdon, Sustainability Consultant; Leah	Sertori, Project Director; 
David	Woodgrove, Operations Manager; Jill	Bryan, Administration Manager; Hugh	Martin, Communications and 
Marketing Manager; Julia	Gilchrist, Data; Suzie Ryan, Finance Manager.


